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SUMMARY

Sulphide mineralization, quartz viening and gold value* hatee 

been found associated with four iron formation bands on the Broadview 

property.

A magnetic survey of the property shows narrow linear anomaliesr 

following these mineralized zones and has revealed five additional 

bands with similar magnetic characteristics in the close vicinity*

Some fourteen other anomalies of appreciable lateral extent 

and presumably also indicating iron formation bands were located 

in other portions of the property. Exploration of these oocur- 

ences is proposed to test the possibility that mineralization and 

gold values may be associated with certain of them*

Geological mapping to be carried out in the spring may in 

dicate surface stripping or trenching as the logical method of check 

ing some of these anomalies but a tentative program of diamond drill 

ing is advanced to test the more pronounced anomaly zones during the 

drilling campaign planned for the winter*

Additional magnetic surveying is called for in certain 

sections of the property.



INTRODUCTION

Significant known gold occurrences on the Broadview property 

are all reported to be intimately associated with bands of magnetic 

iron formation which apparently have been selectively fractured, 

mineralized with sulphides including pyrrhotite, a magnetic mineral) 

and injected by quartz* In view of this constant association a mag 

netic survey of the property was clearly indicated ae an advisable 

first step in exploration in order to trace the extent of known iron 

formation bands and indicate others not previously recognised so that 

diamond drilling or surface exploration might be directed to best ad 

vantage.

Line-cutting and magnetometer surveying were carried out in 

October and November 1949 but unfortunately the geological mapping 

also planned for this time had to be postponed due to early snow* The 

following preliminary report therefore deals only with the magnetic work 

and conclusions and recommendations are to be considered tentative 

pending completion of the geological mapping and its correlation .with 

the magnetic features* '

PROPERTY. LOCATION. AOOE88

The property of Broadview Gold Mines Limited consists of 21 

claims, 5 of which (TB57455, TB57578 to J7581 incl.) are surveyed 

the rest unsurveyed and, as noted on the accompanying map, claim.bound 

aries of unsurveyed claims are only approximately located* With the 

exception of TB57581 and portions of 57579, 57580, 55804 all the claims 

are situated in the south eastern portion of Summers township in the
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district of Thunder Bay, a short distance southwest of the village of 

Beardmore.

As the Canadian National Railway passes through the eastern portion 

of the claim group and parallels the south boundary to the western limits, 

the property ie most readily accessible either by rail or via the Trans 

Canada Highway which passes through Beardmore.

SURVEY PROCEDURE

Picket lines were cut in a north-south direction at 400 foot intervals 

starting from an east-west baseline* The baseline originates at a point on 

the east boundary of TB57578, 490 feet north of the No. 2 post of that 

claim and extends 5950 feet westward and 5898 feet eastward being offset 

400 feet to the north at 4400 feet east. Across the erea of the showing* 

in TB57578 and 57579 intermediate lines were out southward to make a line 

spacing of 200 feet in this vicinity.

Magnetometer observations were made at 100 foot intervals with 

numerous intermediate readings along all lines, using a Watts vertical 

variometer. This is an instrument which measures the vertical component 

of the earth's magnetic field.

Results have been expressed in gammas, a unit of magnetic intensity 

approximately equal to 1760,000th of the total vertical component at this 

place. On the accompanying map all magnetometer readings have been shown 

and magnetic contours or lines of equal magnetic intensity drawn in areas 

of anomalous intensity. These lines thus show the trend of magnetic 

features whose significance will be explained in a following section.

As the surface geology is not yet known in detail no attempt has 

been made to show a complete geological interpretation of the results.



.
This will be presented when geological mapping has been completed.

REGIONAL GEOLOGY

The Broadview property lies in a wide belt of Precambrian sedimen 

tary and volcanic rocks which extends westward to Lake Nipigon and eastward 

for many miles to Long Lac. In the immediate vicinity of the property, 

reconnaissance geological mapping by G* B. Langford indicates that the 

claims straddle a band of volcanic rocks some 1-& miles in width which 

trends in a direction slightly north of west. The volcanics are flanked 

on north and south by parallel bands of sedimentary rocks and a contact 

of volcanics and sediments presumably crosses the extreme southern portion 

of Broadview ground outside the limits of the survey.

Iron formation occurs in both volcanics and sediments and several 

bands of this rock are known on Broadview ground.

An important geological feature of this area is the flat lying sheet 

of diabase from 400 to over 600 feet in thickness which outcrops about 

5 miles west of the Broadview property} occurs at a depth of about 600 feet 

in the Northern Empire mine and at a depth of about 1600 feet in the Under- 

sill (Sand River) mine about 1^ miles to the northwest of Broadview. In 

all probability this diabase lies at some depth between thee s two extremes 

on Broadview ground.

Gold in economic quantities has been found at several places along 

the Beardmore-Long Lac belt and the geology of these deposits has Recently 

been compiled .

1. Langford, G. B. "Beardmore-Nezah Gold Area" Ont. Dept. Min. Vol. 57
Part 4, 1928 Map No.

2. "Structural Geology of Canadian Ore Deposits" C. I. M. M. E. Symposium
P. 577, 1946
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Horwood states that the general structure of the region, including 

the structural features with which the ore deposits are associated have 

yet to be determined and that the ore-bearing structures are all local 

features.

It would therefore appear that the value of properties in this 

area should be determined on their own individual merits while bearing 

in mind the structures, chiefly folding, which have proven important at 

other locations along the belt.

SEOLOGY OF THE BROADVIEW PROPERTY

Until the surface mapping of the property has been carried out, 

the geology of the claims can be learned only from reports of previous 

investigators who, it appears, were chiefly concerned with the actual

gold showings and their immediate vicinity.

2 Horwood points out in regard to many of the known economic gold

deposits of the belt that, "In few instances was the surface expression! 

such as to indicate a body of ore below. In general the original dis 

coveries did not prove to be of any value themselves. They simply in 

dicated favourable ground for development and in this way led to the 

discovery of important ore-bodies". The importance of careful surface 

mapping which might reveal some controlling structure is therefore 

evident.

The important geological features noted in previous work are 

four bands of iron formation of varying widths which are reported to

1. Horwood, H. C. Idem. P. J8l, 582

2. Horwood, H. C. Op. Cit. P. J82



be mineralized with sulphides and injected by vein quartz along the 

bedding planes and to carry appreciable amounts of gold especially 

where the veins are folded or contorted. No controlling geological 

structures such ae folding or contacts with intrusive bodies has yet 

been delineated. It would appear that the iron .formation bands were 

more susceptible to fracturing than the surrounding volcanic rooks thus 

providing favourable host rooks. At the outset,,therefore, it is ob 

viously important to trace and investigate these and other iron for 

mation bands occurring on the property*.

RESULTS OF THE GEOMAGNETIC 8URVEY 

As shown on the accompanying map numerous narrow linear zones of
i.. P, ;'.~i~

high magnetic intensity occur, all trending in a. slightly north of west 

direction* Pour of these anomalies coincide with the Nos* l, 2, 5 and 4 

vein zones and a fifth local high with the "Dome Showing" in claim TB 

It would appear then, that the other similar anomalies also indicate iron 

bands*

None of the anomalies can be traced continuously for any great dis 

tance, the longest continuous anomaly being that which crosses claims 

TB 58997 and 57580 which has a length of 2000 feet..

Several reasons may be advanced for the discontinuous habit of the 

anomalies. In all probability it is because the iron bands which they 

presumably indicate are themselves discontinuous* It is however possible 

that magnetite content may diminish in places along the strike although 

the banded silica may be continuous or that, between the rather widely 

spaced traverse lines, folding or faulting may have occurred* At the 

present stage of investigation it is not possible to say definitely which 

of these explanations is tenable although it seems likely that the three



sections shown in claims 5l4?0 and 50807 may be connected by folding 

or faulting,.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It le apparent from the map that, in the immediate, vicinity 

of the principal showings, there are no less than nine ironibands 

rather than the four previously explored, if the possibility of re 

petition by folding is discounted for the present * In addition* there 

are some 14 zones with similar magnetic characteristics in other 

portions of the property as well as several occurrences whose later&l 

extent is unknown.,

In view of the known association of sulphide mineralization, 

quartz veining and gold values with iron formation, it ie apparent 

that all of these occurrences should at sometime be explored in the ex 

pectation that certain of them may harbour similar mineralization*.

The geological mapping may show that some of these occurrences 

can be tested ecnomically by stripping or trenching and it is therefore 

suggested that most of the exploration be deferred until the final re 

port is submitted.

Seven diamond drill holes are however suggested to test more in* 

portant sections if it is decided to carry on drilling during the 

winter* These are shown on the accompanying map.

Additional magnetic surveying could be done to advantage in 

certain portions of the property. It is proposed' that lines 4W, 6W 

and 8W be extended southward across the southern portion of TBJ75?9 and 

the northern two-thirds of TB57J61 to trace the extension of two
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anomalies trending eastward from the vicinity of No. J vein;;that 

lines 12E, 20E and J2E be extended northward to trace the extension of 

anomalies located on the east-west line across J2716 and 527*9) that 

line 56E be extended northward to check the extension of the anomaly 

trending across TBJOSOJ and that additional lines be run to the east 

of line 56E to check the eastward extent of anomalies in J0807 and 567161 

This work could be done in conjunction with the geological mapping.

Consideration might also be given to the advantages of electrical 

surveying of anomaly zones in order to detect sulphide mineralization as* 

sociated with the iron bands.

Respectfully submitted, 

M. O* Gardiner and John H. Low

Toronto, Ontario 
December l?,

(l John H. Low
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